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The Count of Monte Cristo (French: Le Comte de MonteCristo) is an adventure novel by French author Alexandre
Dumas (père). It is one of the author's most popular works,
along with The Three Musketeers. Dumas completed the
work in 1844. The story takes place in France, Italy, islands in
the Mediterranean, and in the Levant during the historical
events of 1815–1838. It is an adventure story primarily
concerned with themes of hope, justice, vengeance, mercy
and forgiveness, it focuses on a man who is wrongfully
imprisoned, escapes from jail, acquires a fortune and sets
about getting revenge on those responsible for his
imprisonment. However, his plans have devastating
consequences for the innocent as well as the guilty. The book
is considered a literary classic today. According to Luc Sante,
"The Count of Monte Cristo has become a fixture of Western
civilization's literature, as inescapable and immediately
identifiable as Mickey Mouse, Noah's flood, and the story of
Little Red Riding Hood." This English translation was
originally published in 1846 by Chapman and Hall, London.
“They killed me, but I survived.” Three years after Rory
Riordan foiled her own murder, she still trusts no one. Not Dr.
Z, the eccentric college professor who has taken her under
his wing, not Benji, the endearing, attractive classmate who
insists on following her around, and certainly not Cy, the
beautifully dark and mysterious boy who sits on the first row
in Dr. Z’s Astrobiology class and asks far too many
questions. When Rory witnesses Cy being abducted by
soldiers in the middle of the night, she finds herself
submersed in a world that holds even more secrets than she
could imagine--even darker secrets than her own. From #1
New York Times Bestseller Jamie McGuire, experience the
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perfect combination of her bestselling books Providence &
Beautiful Disaster. This New Adult Sci-Fi Romance is an
action-packed, whiplash-inducing roller coaster ride. Page
after page, this unpredictable, dark and sexy nail biter will
keep readers guessing until the very end!
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE PULITZER
PRIZE • A searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father and
son's fight to survive, this "tale of survival and the miracle of
goodness only adds to McCarthy's stature as a living master.
It's gripping, frightening and, ultimately, beautiful" (San
Francisco Chronicle). A father and his son walk alone through
burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape
save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones,
and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their
destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if
anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol
to defend themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the
road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of scavenged
food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly moving
story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no
hope remains, but in which the father and his son, "each the
other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the
totality of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the worst
and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness,
desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people
alive in the face of total devastation.
In the old world shadows of Providence, Rhode Island, Nina
Grey finds herself the center of a war between Hell and Earth.
Struggling with her father’s recent death, Nina meets Jared
Ryel by chance…or so she believes. Although his stunning
good looks and mysterious talents are a welcome distraction,
it soon becomes clear that Jared knows more about Nina
than even her friends at Brown University. When questions
outnumber answers, Jared risks everything to keep the
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woman he was born to save—by sharing the secret he was
sworn to protect. When her father’s former associates begin
following her in the dark, Nina learns that her father is not the
man she thought he was, but a thief who stole from demons.
Searching for the truth behind her father’s death, Nina
stumbles upon something she never expected—something
Hell wants—and only she holds the key.
You know that Abby Abernathy unexpectedly became Mrs.
Maddox. But what do you really know? Why did Abby pop the
question? What secrets were shared before the ceremony?
Where did they spend their wedding night? Who else knew
about it . . . and didn’t tell? Everything about Abby and
Travis’s elopement was top-secret . . . until now. Fans of
Beautiful Disaster and Walking Disaster will get all of their
questions answered in this whirlwind tale of the wedding day
(and night!)—and as with all good stories, this one will
definitely have been worth the wait.
The classic postapocalyptic thriller with “all the reality of a
vividly realized nightmare” (The Times, London). Triffids are
odd, interesting little plants that grow in everyone’s garden.
Triffids are no more than mere curiosities—until an event
occurs that alters human life forever. What seems to be a
spectacular meteor shower turns into a bizarre, green inferno
that blinds everyone and renders humankind helpless. What
follows is even stranger: spores from the inferno cause the
triffids to suddenly take on a life of their own. They become
large, crawling vegetation, with the ability to uproot and roam
about the country, attacking humans and inflicting pain and
agony. William Masen somehow managed to escape being
blinded in the inferno, and now after leaving the hospital, he
is one of the few survivors who can see. And he may be the
only one who can save his species from chaos and eventual
extinction . . . With more than a million copies sold, The Day
of the Triffids is a landmark of speculative fiction, and “an
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outstanding and entertaining novel” (Library Journal). “A
thoroughly English apocalypse, it rivals H. G. Wells in
conveying how the everyday invaded by the alien would feel.
No wonder Stephen King admires Wyndham so much.”
—Ramsey Campbell “One of my all-time favorite novels. It’s
absolutely convincing, full of little telling details, and that
sweet, warm sensation of horror and mystery.” —Joe R.
Lansdale
The inspiration behind the major motion picture After We
Collided! From New York Times bestselling author and
Wattpad sensation Anna Todd, “the biggest literary phenom
of her generation” (Cosmopolitan), comes the sequel to the
internet’s most talked-about book—now with new exclusive
material! Tessa has everything to lose. Hardin has nothing to
lose...except her. AFTER WE COLLIDED...Life will never be
the same. After a tumultuous beginning to their relationship,
Tessa and Hardin were on the path to making things work.
She knew he could be cruel, but when a bombshell revelation
is dropped about the origins of their relationship—and
Hardin’s mysterious past—Tessa is beside herself. Hardin will
always be...Hardin. But is he really the deep, thoughtful guy
Tessa fell madly in love with despite his angry exterior, or has
he been a stranger all along? She wishes she could walk
away. It’s just not that easy. Not with the memory of
passionate nights spent in his arms. His electric touch. His
hungry kisses. Still, Tessa’s not sure she can endure one
more broken promise. She put so much on hold for
Hardin—school, friends, her mom, a relationship with a guy
who really loved her, and now possibly even a promising new
career. She needs to move forward with her life. Hardin
knows he made a mistake, possibly the biggest one of his life.
He’s not going down without a fight. But can he change? Will
he change...for love?
The inspiring story of one of the greatest moments in civil
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rights history seen through the eyes of four young people at
the center of the action. The 1963 Birmingham Children’s
March was a turning point in American history. In the streets
of Birmingham, Alabama, the fight for civil rights lay in the
hands of children like Audrey Hendricks, Wash Booker,
James Stewart, and Arnetta Streeter. We’ve Got a Job tells
the little-known story of the 4,000 black elementary, middle,
and high school students who voluntarily went to jail between
May 2 and May 11, 1963. The children succeeded —where
adults had failed—in desegregating one of the most racially
violent cities in America. By combining in-depth, one-on-one
interviews and extensive research, author Cynthia Levinson
recreates the events of the Birmingham Children’s March
from a new and very personal perspective.

Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a
bet with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will remain
abstinent for a month, but if he wins, Abby must live in
his apartment for the same amount of time.
Daniel Dukes, millionaire extraordinaire, has it all. A
thriving business, good looks, power, money and women
whoOll drop their drawers at the click of his skilled
fingers. Just how he likes it. Everything changes when
his deceased uncleOs will scuppers his plans, and he
has to marry. Who? It doesnOt matter, because he will
stop at nothing to get whatOs rightfully his. Sophia Lewis
had nothing until she started working for Daniel. Having
grown up in care, sheOs tough, has an answer for
everything, and knows how to handle all varieties of
men. For two years, Sophia has gone above and beyond
the call of duty for her overbearing boss. Then, an
indecent proposal pushes boundaries. Can Daniel and
Sophia remain professional and fool the lawyers? As
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lines become blurred and tempers become frayed, can
two strong-willed souls be the key to unlock each
otherOs hidden secrets? Or will the high price of the deal
come at a devastating cost to them both? *Warning*
Mature themes and one hell of a cliff hanger!
From the Booker Prize winning author of Amsterdam, a
brilliant new novel. On the hottest day of the summer of
1935, thirteen-year-old Briony Tallis sees her sister
Cecilia strip off her clothes and plunge into the fountain
in the garden of their country house. Watching her is
Robbie Turner, son of the Tallis’s cleaning lady, whose
education has been subsidized by Cecilia’s and
Briony’s father, and who, like Cecilia, has recently come
down from Cambridge. By day's end, their lives will be
changed – irrevocably. Robbie and Cecilia will have
crossed a boundary they had not imagined at its start.
And Briony will have witnessed mysteries, seen an
unspeakable word, and committed a crime for which she
will spend the rest of her life trying to atone… Brilliant and
utterly enthralling in its depiction of love and war and
class and childhood and England, An Atonement is a
profound – and profoundly moving – exploration of
shame and forgiveness, of atonement and of the
possibility of absolution.
When the world ends, can love survive? For Scarlet,
raising her two daughters alone makes fighting for
tomorrow an everyday battle. Nathan has a wife, but
can't remember what it's like to be in love; only his young
daughter Zoe makes coming home worthwhile.
Miranda's biggest concern is whether her new VW Bug is
big enough to carry her sister and their boyfriends on a
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weekend escape from college finals. When reports of a
widespread, deadly "outbreak" begin to surface, these
ordinary people face extraordinary circumstances and
suddenly their fates are intertwined. Recognizing they
can't outrun the danger, Scarlet, Nathan, and Miranda
desperately seek shelter at the same secluded ranch,
Red Hill. Emotions run high while old and new
relationships are tested in the face of a terrifying enemyan enemy who no longer remembers what it's like to be
human. Set against the backdrop of a brilliantly realized
apocalyptic world, love somehow finds a way to survive.
But what happens when the one you'd die for becomes
the one who could destroy you? Red Hillgrabs you from
page one and doesn't let go until its stunning conclusion.
This is number 1 New York Timesbestselling author
Jamie McGuire at her unforgettable best.
Erin Easter was now Erin Alderman, because Erin
Alderman was dead. In the second installment of this
USA Today bestselling series, follow protagonist Erin, a
high school senior in tiny Blackwell, Oklahoma. After a
terrible accident leaves two classmates dead, Erin learns
that she was switched at birth. Shortly after, she moves
into the home of her true parents, Sam and Julianne
Alderman, transforming Erin over night from pariah of
Blackwell High School, to the only child of one of the
most affluent couples in town. Also being pursued by her
childhood crush, Weston Gates, the dream she once had
is now reality. But when Erin stumbles upon secrets that
give her the answers she’s been searching for, she also
finds a truth she never wanted to know.
A once-popular young man helping to support his family
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after a tragic accident falls irrevocably in love with a
fiercely independent and driven college student who
wants to avoid romantic entanglements. By the bestselling author of Beautiful Disaster. Original.
Is there a meaning to our suffering? Is hope realistic
when tragedy befalls us? Is a return to normalcy possible
after our life is uprooted by catastrophe? These are the
questions that disaster psychologist Dr. Jamie Aten
wrestled with when he was diagnosed with Stage IV
colon cancer. In this gripping memoir, Aten shares the
life-affirming and faith-renewing insights that he
discovered during his tumultuous struggle against the
disease. Aten’s journey began in 2005 when Hurricane
Katrina struck his community. After witnessing the
devastation wrought by the storm, he dedicated his
career to investigating how people respond to and
recover from all manner of disasters. He studied disaster
zones around the globe and founded the Humanitarian
Disaster Institute at Wheaton College. His expertise,
however, was little comfort when a fateful visit with his
oncologist revealed advanced and aggressive cancer.
“You’re in for your own personal disaster” was his
doctor’s prognosis. Thrust into a battle for his life, with
cancer cells and chemotherapy ravaging his body, Aten
found his professional interest taking on new meaning.
His ordeal taught him firsthand how we can sustain
ourselves when burdened with seemingly unbearable
suffering. Some of his counterintuitive insights include: to
find hope, be cautious of optimism; when you want help
the least is when you need it most; and spiritual
surrender, rather than a passive act, is instead an act of
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profound courage. This last point speaks to the element
of grace in Dr. Aten’s story. As he struggled to
understand the significance of his suffering, he found
himself examining his Christian faith down to its bedrock
and learned to experience the redeeming presence of
God in his life. Dr. Aten has a natural exuberance that
shines through his writing. Infused with his
compassionate voice and humanitarian concern, A
Walking Disaster is ultimately an inspirational story about
the power of the human spirit to endure trauma with
courage.
A story of love lost...and found. Mia Wells's eco-friendly
career goals are about to become a reality-but her lifealtering moment is interrupted when an unexpected call
ushers in her tremulous past. A man who's never left
Mia's memory: Flynn, the enigmatic, passionate man
whose disappearance broke her heart, has mysteriously
resurfaced. Now back in her life and in the hospital,
Flynn is gravely injured. Mia keeps a bedside vigilterrified that he will die, awestruck at the prospect of his
survival. In a story filled with sweetness and suspense,
Mia's what-ifs are endless. And Flynn's return ignites an
achingly powerful tale about the most enduring love, one
that is greater than honor, or friendship, or the passing of
time.
You’ve heard of love at first sight—but have you
experienced love at first read? Introducing six of the
most talented new voices in contemporary women’s
fiction. Prepare to fall head over heels for… Beautiful
Disaster by Jamie McGuire Abby Abernathy is a good
girl, who could bring the ultimate bad boy to his
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knees…but not before the secrets of her own dark past
come back to haunt her. Love Unscripted by Tina Reber
Taryn Mitchell is nursing a recent heartbreak, and
content to keep her distance from men for a while…until
Hollywood’s most sought after actor walks into her smalltown pub and turns her world upside down. Naked by
Raine Miller Brynne Bennett is an American art student
in London swept up in a torrid love affair with a sexy,
successful businessman—who proves to be as
domineering in the bedroom as he is in the boardroom.
One Tiny Lie by K.A. Tucker After navigating the death of
her parents and her older sister’s self-destructive phase,
smart and stable Livie thinks Princeton should be a
breeze—but Jell-O shots, a party-animal roommate she
can’t say “no” to, and Ashton, the gorgeous but
arrogant captain of the men’s rowing team were
definitely not part of the plan… The Sea of Tranquility by
Katja Millay A story of first love—and forever love: In the
midst of a bustling high school, a fragile girl and a lonely
boy find each other. As they grow closer, the attraction
between them grows, too—but can either of them risk
losing the friendship that’s saved them from their
troubled pasts for a romance that might just shape their
future? Slammed by Colleen Hoover The unexpected
death of her father has left Layken feeling lost and
invisible—until she meets Will, her new neighbor and a
passionate poet. Sparks soon fly…but a shocking
discovery could bring their relationship to a slamming
halt before it’s even fully begun.
Set in the same time-frame as Beautiful Disaster, now
we hear the story from Travis' point of view. Travis lost
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his mother at a very young age, but before she died she
taught him two important rules... Love hard. Fight harder.
Growing up in a family of men who like to gamble and
fight, Travis Maddox is a tough guy. Known for his bad
reputation with women, and feared for his incredible
fighting skills, all the boys want to be him, and the girls
simply want him... Abby Abernathy is the first girl to treat
him the way he feels he should be treated, with dislike
and disinterest. It is her lack of interest that sparks his
determination to win her round. Will the invincible Travis
'Mad Dog' Maddox be defeated by a girl?
A New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller about a
good girl dangerously drawn to the ultimate bad boy. The
new Abby Abernathy is a good girl. She doesn’t drink or
swear, and she has the appropriate number of cardigans
in her wardrobe. Abby believes she has enough distance
from the darkness of her past, but when she arrives at
college with her best friend, her path to a new beginning
is quickly challenged by Eastern University’s Walking
One-Night Stand. Travis Maddox, lean, cut, and covered
in tattoos, is exactly what Abby wants—and needs—to
avoid. He spends his nights winning money in a floating
fight ring, and his days as the ultimate college campus
charmer. Intrigued by Abby’s resistance to his appeal,
Travis tricks her into his daily life with a simple bet. If he
loses, he must remain abstinent for a month. If Abby
loses, she must live in Travis’s apartment for the same
amount of time. Either way, Travis has no idea that he
has met his match.
Ariana Osgood plots her escape from the mental
insititution where she was locked up after being arrested
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for the death of Thomas Pearson at Easton Academy, as
she plans to reunite with and seek revenge on her old
friends.
New York Times and USA Today bestseller! Fresh out of
college, Ellison Edson has fallen through the cracks of
rock bottom. While staying in her family’s vacation home
in Colorado, her behavior has finally gained the attention
of her parents—but not in the way she hoped. Cut off from
the millions she’s always taken for granted, and left
alone to fend for herself, Ellie spirals further out of
control, making a mistake she can’t take back. Like his
twin brother Taylor, Tyler Maddox is a member of the
Alpine Hotshots, fighting wildland fires on the frontline.
As arrogant as he is charming, Tyler’s nomadic lifestyle
makes it easy to contain his relationships to one night.
When he meets Ellie at a local party during off-season,
her extreme personality and dismissive attitude
fascinates him at first, but as his feelings deepen, Tyler
realizes that the crippling inner demons of the woman he
loves might be the strongest enemy any Maddox has
ever faced. "Tyler Maddox will steal your heart -- and I
promise you'll want to let him keep it." -- Kami Garcia, #1
New York Times, USA Today, and international
bestselling coauthor of the Beautiful Creatures novels
and author of The Lovely Reckless
Falyn Fairchild can walk away from anything. Already
leaving behind her car, her education, and even her
parents, the daughter of the next governor of Colorado is
back in her hometown, broke and waiting tables for the
Bucksaw Café. After every shift, Falyn adds to her
shoebox of cash, hoping to one day save enough to buy
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her a plane ticket to the only place she can find
forgiveness: Eakins, Illinois. The moment Taylor Maddox
is seated in Falyn’s section at the Bucksaw, she knows
he’s trouble. Taylor is charming, breaks promises, and
gorgeous even when covered in filth—making him
everything Falyn believes a hotshot firefighter to be.
Falyn isn’t interested in becoming another statistic, and
for a Maddox boy, a disinterested girl is the ultimate
challenge. Once Falyn learns where Taylor calls home,
everything changes. In the end, Maddox persistence is
met with Falyn’s talent for leaving, and for the first time,
Taylor may be the one to get burned.
"The Maddox Brothers Series is sexy, addictive, and full
of surprises -- just like the Maddox boys." -- Kami Garcia,
#1 New York Times, USA Today, and international
bestselling coauthor of the Beautiful Creatures novels &
author of The Lovely Reckless The second of four novels
chronicling the exciting, romantic, and sometimes volatile
road to love for the Maddox brothers. The loves and loss
of Thomas Maddox, the eldest Maddox brother, is told
from the point-of-view of Liis Lindy, a no-nonsense agent
of the FBI.
"You know that Abby Abernathy unexpectedly became
Mrs. Maddox. But what do you really know? Why did
Abby pop the question? What secrets were shared
before the ceremony? Where did they spend their
wedding night? Who else knew about it . . . and didn't
tell? Everything about Abby and Travis's elopement was
top-secret . . . until now. Fans of "Beautiful Disaster" and
"Walking Disaster" will get all of their questions
answered in this whirlwind tale of the wedding day (and
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night)..."--Provided by publisher.
"Book one of the After series--the Internet sensation with
millions of readers. Tessa didn't plan on meeting Hardin
during her freshman year of college. But now that she has,
her life will never be the same"-Written by a Sydney native, English, The Aussie Way: A Fun
Guide to Australia’s Colourful Phrases, Words, and
Expressions offers an amusing way for English or nonEnglish speakers around the world to learn the colloquial
phrases for which Australia is famous. This user-friendly
reference provides words/phrases and meanings/synonyms
by using an example sentence. Says the author, “For seven
years I housed international students who were attending
English language schools in Sydney, and I realised that
although they had a good grasp of formal grammar, they
struggled to understand not only colloquial English, but many
of the commonly used phrasal verbs, which could not be
found in a standard English/Spanish, French, etc., dictionary.
It was then that I decided to start writing some of them down
for future reference and it grew from there.”
Walking DisasterA NovelSimon and Schuster
America Mason, a sassy undergrad at Eastern State
University, is in love with a Maddox--Shepley Maddox. Unlike
his cousins, Shepley is more lover than fighter, but a road trip
to her parents' home in Wichita, Kansas could mean the next
step, or the end of everything
Losing has never been easy for a Maddox, but death always
wins. Eleven years to the day after eloping with Abby in
Vegas, Special Agent Travis Maddox delivers his own brand
of vigilante justice to mob boss Benny Carlisi. Vegas's oldest
and most violent crime family is now preparing for vengeance,
and the entire Maddox family is a target. The secret Thomas
and Travis have kept for a decade will be revealed to the rest
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of the family, and for the first time the Maddoxes will be at
odds. While none of them are strangers to loss, the family has
grown, and the risk is higher than ever. With brothers against
brothers and wives taking sides, each member will make a
choice—let the fear tear them apart, or make them stronger.
'Ulysses' is a novel by Irish writer James Joyce. It was first
serialised in parts in the American journal 'The Little Review'
from March 1918 to December 1920, and then published in
its entirety by Sylvia Beach in February 1922, in Paris.
'Ulysses' has survived bowdlerization, legal action and bitter
controversy. Capturing a single day in the life of Dubliner
Leopold Bloom, his friends Buck Mulligan and Stephen
Dedalus, his wife Molly, and a scintillating cast of supporting
characters, Joyce pushes Celtic lyricism and vulgarity to
splendid extremes. An undisputed modernist classic, its
ceaseless verbal inventiveness and astonishingly wideranging allusions confirm its standing as an imperishable
monument to the human condition. It takes readers into the
inner realms of human consciousness using the interior
monologue style that came to be called stream of
consciousness. In addition to this psychological characteristic,
it gives a realistic portrait of the life of ordinary people living in
Dublin, Ireland, on June 16, 1904. The novel was the subject
of a famous obscenity trial in 1933, but was found by a U.S.
district court in New York to be a work of art. The furor over
the novel made Joyce a celebrity. In the long run, the work
placed him at the forefront of the modern period of the early
1900s when literary works, primarily in the first two decades,
explored interior lives and subjective reality in a new idiom,
attempting to probe the human psyche in order to understand
the human condition. This richly-allusive novel, revolutionary
in its modernistic experimentalism, was hailed as a work of
genius by W.B. Yeats, T.S. Eliot and Ernest Hemingway.
Scandalously frank, wittily erudite, mercurially eloquent,
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resourcefully comic and generously humane, 'Ulysses' offers
the reader a life-changing experience. Publisher : General
Press
America's favorite series returns with a new look and a Netflix
tv show. They're lean, they're mean, they're the pride of
Stoneybrook. Who are they? They're Kristy's Krushers! When
Kristy sees how much her little brothers and sister want to
play on a softball team, she starts a rag-tag team of her own.
Maybe Kristy's Krushers aren't world champions (how could
they be, with Jackie Rodowsky, walking disaster, playing for
them?), but nobody beats them when it comes to team spirit.
Now Bart's Bashers have challenged the Krushers to a real
live game. It's bad enough that the Bashers truly ARE lean
and mean -- but what's worse is that Kristy has a crush on the
Basher's coach. A crush with a capital C!
How much is too much to love? Travis Maddox learned two
things from his mother before she died: Love hard. Fight
harder. Finally, the highly anticipated follow-up to the New
York Times bestseller Beautiful Disaster. Can you love
someone too much? Travis Maddox learned two things from
his mother before she died: Love hard. Fight harder. In
Walking Disaster, the life of Travis is full of fast women,
underground gambling, and violence. But just when he thinks
he is invincible, Abby Abernathy brings him to his knees.
Every story has two sides. In Beautiful Disaster, Abby had her
say. Now it’s time to see the story through Travis’s eyes.

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME
MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to
feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death
has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany.
The country is holding its breath. Death has never been
busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a
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foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a
meager existence for herself by stealing when she
encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the
help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to
read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors
during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man
hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that
burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus
Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one
of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of
book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times
“Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a
Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS
BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL
SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Hope Carpenter nearly destroyed her family, her church,
and her ministry by living a double life, but then God did
something miraculous. Out of her brokenness, He made
something beautiful. As co-pastor of one of the nation's
largest megachurches, Hope Carpenter had perfected
the roles of supportive wife, good mother, devoted
worship leader, and dutiful homemaker. But inside, she
was secretly ashamed, sad, and afraid. She didn't know
who she was, and she didn't know how to ask for help
without bringing down the whole façade. A series of bad
choices led to multiple affairs; her husband kicked her
out and announced from the pulpit of their church that
their marriage was over. Hope was sure her life was
done. But in her lowest moments, something beautiful
happened. God met her there, and, with a lot of hard
work, time, and mountains of therapy, she started to
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understand the pain that had caused her to act out. She
and her family faced their brokenness together, and in
powerful acts of forgiveness only God could have
arranged, they all found real breakthrough and healing.
Ron and Hope rebuilt their marriage and their family, and
their ministry thrives today. In The Most Beautiful
Disaster, Hope helps readers understand the lasting
impact of childhood trauma and gives readers practical
steps to uncovering the root of pain in their own lives.
She shows how small decisions can lead to big changes,
and helps readers find healing and wholeness in
Scripture and prayer. Ultimately, readers will be led to
hope, reconciliation, and true freedom.
An ambitious intern. A perfectionist executive. And a
whole lot of name calling. Whip-smart, hardworking, and
on her way to an MBA, Chloe Mills has only one
problem: her boss, Bennett Ryan. He’s exacting, blunt,
inconsiderate—and completely irresistible. A Beautiful
Bastard. Bennett has returned to Chicago from France to
take a vital role in his family’s massive media business.
He never expected that the assistant who’d been
helping him from abroad was the gorgeous, innocently
provocative—completely infuriating—creature he now has
to see every day. Despite the rumors, he’s never been
one for a workplace hookup. But Chloe’s so tempting
he’s willing to bend the rules—or outright smash them—if
it means he can have her. All over the office As their
appetites for one another increase to a breaking point,
Bennett and Chloe must decide exactly what they’re
willing to lose in order to win each other. Originally only
available online as The Office by tby789—and garnering
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over 2 million reads on fanfiction sites—Beautiful Bastard
has been extensively updated for re-release.
A Read with Jenna Today Show Book Club Pick! Finalist
for the 2020 National Book Award (Fiction) A Best Book
of the Year From: The Washington Post * Time * NPR *
Elle * Esquire * Kirkus * Library Journal * The Chicago
Public Library * The New York Public Library * BookPage
* The Globe and Mail * EW.com * The LA Times * USA
Today * InStyle * The New Yorker * AARP * Publisher's
Lunch * LitHub * Book Marks * Electric Literature *
Brooklyn Based * The Boston Globe A magnetic novel
about two families, strangers to each other, who are
forced together on a long weekend gone terribly wrong.
From the bestselling author of Rich and Pretty comes a
suspenseful and provocative novel keenly attuned to the
complexities of parenthood, race, and class. Leave the
World Behind explores how our closest bonds are
reshaped—and unexpected new ones are forged—in
moments of crisis. Amanda and Clay head out to a
remote corner of Long Island expecting a vacation: a
quiet reprieve from life in New York City, quality time with
their teenage son and daughter, and a taste of the good
life in the luxurious home they’ve rented for the week.
But a late-night knock on the door breaks the spell. Ruth
and G. H. are an older couple—it’s their house, and
they’ve arrived in a panic. They bring the news that a
sudden blackout has swept the city. But in this rural
area—with the TV and internet now down, and no cell
phone service—it’s hard to know what to believe. Should
Amanda and Clay trust this couple—and vice versa?
What happened back in New York? Is the vacation
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home, isolated from civilization, a truly safe place for
their families? And are they safe from one other?
This time I won’t pretend. The truth will flow, And I will
let go. The pen has control; The thunder begins to roll.
The water pours from the clouds, Like the pain pours
from my heart onto this page. This is only the beginning
stage. It took a long time for Makayla Brooke to
understand that her personal experiences could be filled
with both beauty and ugliness and, most importantly,
poetic insight. Within her debut collection of poems,
Makayla reflects on a variety of themes and subjects that
include heartbreak, abuse, grief, trauma, and much
more. As she lyrically explores how she learned to find
her way in a complex world and heal from her emotional
wounds, Makayla shares a raw glimpse into her beautiful
disaster as she bravely faced difficulties, attempted to
overcome seemingly insurmountable obstacles, and
focused on creating a new beginning with every sunrise.
Beautiful Disaster is a debut collection of poetry and
prose that holds truth, love, hope, and a wake-up call for
anyone feeling alone, broken, or lost in life.
In the horror show of gods and monsters, Eden Ryel was
the star. Conceived of her mother, a Merovingian--a
direct descendant of Christ--and her father, the halfhuman son of a fallen angel, Eden's very existence had
prompted The Great War. Prophesied to be the Keeper
of the Balance, she struggles to realize her purpose.
Levi, the overconfident and charming half-human son of
Lucifer takes nothing seriously. Not even when he finally
meets the young woman who is destined to end his
existence. A common bond is formed under the
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pressures they face from both sides, but their respective
religious texts predict opposite outcomes. Either way,
they must choose: war, death, or love.
Derek Amato's reflections in My Beautiful Disaster
provide rare insight into what people with extraordinary
gifts see, think, feel and do; pose questions about the
potential to tap into previously undetected abilities and
spotlight the 'silent epidemic' of head trauma. His
experiences also make vivid some the challenges faced
by those living with autism and other neurological
disorders and hint at the possibility we all have more in
common than we think. Readers enchanted by autistic
savant, Daniel Tammet's eloquent Born On A Blue Day,
will welcome another multi-layered, first person account
of what is to live with a remarkable condition. Uniquely,
having spent his life as a neurotypical Amato's tale
relates the before and after of 'the gift'; his voice at times
resonating with incredulity at what has happened and
what the eventual cost may be.
In this post-apocalyptic novel from Newbery
Medal–winning author Robert C. O’Brien, a teen girl
struggling to survive in the wake of unimaginable
disaster comes across another survivor. Ann Burden is
sixteen years old and completely alone. The world as
she once knew it is gone, ravaged by a nuclear war that
has taken everyone from her. For the past year, she has
lived in a remote valley with no evidence of any other
survivors. But the smoke from a distant campfire shatters
Ann’s solitude. Someone else is still alive and making
his way toward the valley. Who is this man? What does
he want? Can he be trusted? Both excited and terrified,
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Ann soon realizes there may be worse things than being
the last person on Earth.
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